
View Quest X Suomalaiset Nettikasinot – Best Electronic Casino Gadgets
View Quest is an innovative British electronic product and gadget company with a difference, and now in a partnership with online casino company Suomalaiset Nettikasinot, we produce mobile casino internet devices, iPhone, iPod and iPad docks, as well as DAB radios & sound systems. Through our community we develop products and contribute ideas towards new gadgets and technology.
You’re sat down the pub with your mates throwing ideas around, scribbling crazy concepts onto the backs of cigarette packets, saying; ‘this could be good’, ‘how about this’, dreaming and scheming creative opportunities. Well, we did that and here we are now with a range of funky gadgets/hi-fi equipment that have been dreamt up on planes, trains and automobiles and a website full of amazing content, contributed or sourced by talented individuals that are ‘on it’ and doing what they love or are passionate about.
Throw in the opportunity for these minds to share their ideas or passions with like minded people and you have a whole community of creative heads all rubbing and thinking together. Imagine an open blog that is available to use when you find something amazing or when you want to share something you’ve just accomplished or created. (Similar to some of the other social media sites out there but without the thousands of invites and farm yard animal friend requests)!
What happens when all these creative minds come together?
Sparks fly, ideas flow and the possibilities are endless. This is only the beginning and we want the website to work for you! The beauty of technology today is the openness and speed of sharing ideas, one minute you’re reading or listening to something inspiring, the next you’ve reached out and touched a thousand people with a click of a button. What if we were to open our design team to our community to help develop products or contribute ideas towards new gadgets and technology?
Well, that’s exactly what we’ve done, so it’s not only our creative and design team dreaming up weird and wonderful gizmos, the whole community is, bouncing back and forth with crazy notions or sheer brilliance and innovation, as the old saying goes; ‘two heads are better than one’.
For now that’s about the size of what we have created here, an opportunity to be part of something fresh and innovative, to be part of something that doesn’t fit a mould and is ready to be shaped to whatever form your imagination takes you! So, if you are a creative type, a techy head or someone that just enjoys sharing inspired information we want you to lead us, moving VQ forward into a realm of new discovery with fresh ideas.
Jobs now available at View Quest
We are now offering three new positions at View Quest. If you are a dynamic, enthusiastic, creative and hard working person who thrives in a busy office environment then check out the available positions as you could be the next member of our team!
Matthias Dandois – BMX
Here’s some incredible footage of Matthias Dandois on the flatware. His style is completely unique and takes things to a whole new level where BMX riding is concerned.
Light Emitting Dudes – Freerunning
Light Emitting Dudes takes a team of freerunners, geared up from head to toe with LED lights, and sets them loose on the streets of Bangkok at night. They carve up the already buzzing night life spots whilst adding their own flair and color to the mix.
The Athlete Machine – Red Bull Kluge
Derived from the German adjective Klug (meaning “clever”), Red Bull Kluge combines complex machinery patched together with the energy and prowess of world-class athletes, to see what happens when physics gets physical.
50 Years of Bond
To celebrate 50 years of Bond and the new Skyfall film being released Krafty Kuts & A-Skills have produced this cool mini mix compilation. Which was your favorite Bond?

Get in touch
If you want to get in contact then drop us an email and a member of our team will be happy to
 answer any questions or queries that you may have.
Listen
 to your favourite tunes

Treat yourself to these great Skull and Crossbones handmade earphones from View Quest
 just in time for Halloween!
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